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If your Health Meter reaches “0”,
immediately add (4) Health without any further damage.

(4) Volcano Dice

Speed

Multiply your Turbo Roll x2
+ All Previous Lessons

Movement

When moving, may re-roll a 1
+ All Previous Lessons

Recover

Lesson
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Roll a 2, add (+1H) or (+1D)
+ Previous Lesson

Skill

May re-roll your Battle Number
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Tool Box
Your trusty tool box comes in handy when your vehicle
needs a quick repair.
If your Damage Meter reaches “0”,
immediately add (4) Repair without any further damage.
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Box
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Discard this item when you use it.
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It can save your life.
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roll three times (instead of two times).
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(5) Small Bag Stickers
(6) Large Bag Stickers
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(5) Vehicle Stickers

Super
Turbo

(16)

(135) Game Cards

(5) Character Vehicles
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(16)

Discard this item when you use it.
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Add these Specialty Items to the Trading Post.

(1) Reference Sheet

(57) 1 Coins

(17) 5 Coins

(14) 10 Coins

(2) 25 Coins

CHARACTER SETUP
Place the group sticker on
the outside of the large bag.
Place the small vehicle stickers on
the roof, windshield, sides and rear
of the corresponding
vehicle:

2

Place the matching Character Profile Card
and all corresponding tokens and vehicle
in the bag. *Vehicle color matches card.
*Keep all Character Shuffle Cards together
in one deck (place in a separate bag).

INTRODUCTION
Hello, my name is Lara.
Turbo Island is made
up of nine sectors.
I am the Guardian in
charge of Sector 5,
also known as the
Safari Sector.
By now, you probably read your Guide and
spoke to our Guardian Leader O’Tar.
Hopefully, you have a basic understanding
of the rules of the race and why you are
here. I created this Manual to provide you
with specific information regarding this
part of the island.
Be careful, the land is treacherous! Look at
the images below found from a discarded
camera after our last race. It provides
clues to what happened to our last five
racers . . . they were never seen again.
Images: 2417 - 2426

Location: Sector 5

Turbo

Date: Unknown

Island

Result: 0-Guardian 1-Trapped in Volcano 1-Anaconda 1-Spider 2-Missing

GUARDIANS
Kelly

Eira

Edwin

Tao
Ben

John
Six guardians are on the field observing the race and are eager to teach you four lessons.
Get their attention by landing on the spaces that they are looking at indicated by .
These spaces are known as Guardian Spaces (See MAP, Back Page).

Guardian Card
Redeem at Village

When you land on a Guardian Space, advance your chip to the next circle on your Guardian Card.

Lesson

You must land on 3 separate Guardian Spaces to reach your first lesson:
The more guardian spaces you land on, the more lessons you acquire.

Lesson

When you reach the Village (Page 14), you will receive the knowledge of the lessons.

Lesson

This is a lesson in Speed.
From this point forward, multiply your Turbo Roll x2 (only 1 Turbo Roll per turn).
You have also signed up for all previous lessons - Receive all these lessons now.

Lesson

This lesson will show you how to be more proficient in Movement.
From this point forward, when performing a normal roll, you may re-roll a 1 if it was on the High Speed Die.
You have also signed up for Lesson 2 and Lesson 1 - Receive these full lessons now.

Lesson

This lesson will show you how to Recover your Health and Damage Meters.
From this point forward, any time you roll a 2 on a normal roll, add +1 to your Health or Damage Meter.
You have also signed up for Lesson 1 - Receive this full lesson now.

Lesson

This lesson will show you how to increase your Skill when in battle.
From this point forward, whenever battling, you may re-roll your Battle Number.
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*Each guardian will only allow you to advance the chip once; therefore,
you cannot advance the chip twice by landing on the same guardian twice.
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Speed

Multiply your Turbo Roll x2
+ All Previous Lessons

Movement

When moving, may re-roll a 1
+ All Previous Lessons

Recover

Lesson

2

Roll a 2, add (+1H) or (+1D)
+ Previous Lesson

Lesson

1

<

Guardian Lessons

4

Skill

May re-roll your Battle Number

<

Begin
Here

Guardian Card

Chip

Safe Zones

Safe Zone Spaces are shown here and on the MAP (Back Page) with the following symbol
Three things to remember:
1) No Attacks
Anyone inside a Safe Zone cannot be
attacked by others or challenged to a Battle.

.

2) No Bumping Effects
You may land on other opponents without
suffering the effects of bumping.
3) No Turbo or Super Turbo
If moving six spaces causes you to land
inside a Safe Zone, Turbo is not allowed.
If the sixth space is outside a Safe Zone, then
Turbo is allowed (See Turbo Roll, page 5).

*Those within Safe Zones are allowed to use powers, abilities, cards,
etc. as long as they do not attack others who are currently within
Safe Zones.

Result Symbols

Shows the result of what happens in dangerous areas or when losing a battle to a dangerous animal.
>

Health:

>

Damage:

>

Turns:

Lose this amount of turns.

>

Spaces:

Go back this amount of spaces, where you land does not count.

>

Flip Cards:

>

Knocked
Out:

Suffer this amount of health on your Health Meter.
Suffer this amount of damage on your Damage Meter.

Flip this amount of your game cards.
Your vehicle has been Knocked Out (See Knocked Out, GUIDE page 4).

Example 1 - The space which contains vultures has a result symbol that looks like this:
This means that if you land on this space, you have to flip 3 of your game cards (if possible).
Example 2 - The final space of the race, the Ice Cavern, has the following:
This means that if you land on this space, suffer 1 Health, 1 Damage and go back 6 Spaces.

GAME CARDS
All Game Cards are discarded after they are used, except the Turbo Card.

Turbo Card
When you roll
, this card allows you to tap into a special function that’s built into every vehicle
known as “Turbo”. This function allows you to roll again.
In other words:
Roll a 6 and move six spaces.
Decide whether you want to stay there (count that space) or take a Turbo Roll (do not count that space).

Turbo Roll
Say “Turbo!” so everyone knows what you’re doing and roll
(See Turbo Roll, GUIDE page 3).
During your Turbo Roll you are defenseless.
You are not allowed to use powers, abilities or cards before, during or after. You are allowed to use Specialty Items.
You are allowed to turbo multiple times on the same turn as long as you keep getting a 6.
If you turbo and are unable to land on a space, return to the space where you began your Turbo Roll (that space counts).

Super Turbo Card
Allows you to roll the
five times in a row in one turn.
Does not work in Safe Zones or if you are currently rolling

.

How to Get a Super Turbo Card

Two Checkered Flags immediately turn into a Super Turbo Card.
Checkered Flags are given by the Golden Tree.
*You are not allowed to possess 2 Super Turbo Cards or a Super Turbo and a Checkered Flag Card at the same time.
Checkered
Flag
Trade Two for a
Super Turbo

+

Checkered
Flag
Trade Two for a
Super Turbo

=

How to Perform a Super Turbo
1) On your turn, spend the Super Turbo Card.
2) Roll the High Speed Die five times,

Important
* You are not allowed to use powers, abilities, cards or

3)

* If you are not able to land on the final space,

adding all five rolls.

Move your vehicle the total number of spaces,
counting only the final space.

anything else before, during or after this procedure.
recover your Super Turbo Card and skip your turn.

GAME CARDS
Acquired by landing on their Card Space, buying them at the Trading Post, or as a Gift from the Golden Tree.

+ 1 Card

Allows you to move 1 additional space after you perform a
normal roll (count only the final space). It cannot be
combined with a 3rd Gear Card or another +1 Card.

Add +1 to a
normal roll

Do Over Card

After you perform a normal roll, you may discard the
result and re-do your turn.
*You can spend as many Do Over Cards in a row
*Your initial roll was still your first roll.

3rd Gear Card

Allows you to move exactly three spaces instead of rolling.
It cannot be combined with a +1 Card or another 3rd Gear Card.

Go Again Card

After your turn is finished, it allows you to immediately take another
turn (you are not required to roll the die). You may spend as many
Go Again Cards in a row.

Water Card (Sector Card

)

Specific to Sector 5 of Turbo Island.
Allows you to land on a Hot Space (See Map - Back Page)
without suffering any effects.
A Water Card can also be used to cancel (-1H) Lava Result
when rolling the Volcano Dice (See Page 17).

Lion Strength Card (Mystical Card

)

Given as a gift by the mystical animal of the land.
Spend 1 card to increase your Battle Number by 1.
You may combine as many Lion Cards as needed.
Example - You are battling an opponent whose Battle Number is 3
and you roll a 2. Spend two Lion Strength Cards to increase
your battle number from a 2 to a 4, thus winning the battle.
(See page 11 or 16 for specific instructions when battling).

COMPASS
Allows you to find and go through the four shortcuts of the land.

ENTRANCE
MARKER

Shows the shortcut entrance.
*Shortcut #4 is not visible.

EXIT
MARKER

Four Shortcut Locations
1) Elephant Graveyard

When going through the Elephant Graveyard,
you are not allowed to Turbo. This is a Safe Zone
and you must pay your respects to the elephants
that are at rest. This shortcut will allow you to
avoid the Off Road Space and Quicksand areas.

2) Alexander Field

Indicates the exit to the shorcut
*See Passing The Compass below

3

4

2

1

A direct shortcut passing from one road to another.
This shortcut saves you the most time and distance and allows you to avoid the Rhino and Off Road Space.

3) Omy Cave

Deep inside this cave, a Golden Tree seed has been planted by someone long ago.
Despite the lack of sunlight, some mysterious force within this cave has caused this seed to grow into a young sapling.
Go directly through the cave and onto the Exit Marker as in Shortcut #2. Everyone that passes through the cave gets
to roll 1 Golden Tree Die and collect a gift. If they roll a Golden Tree Symbol, they may change it to any symbol as usual;
however, there is no Group Benefit (See next page)..

4) Tarancon Volcano

The volcano has erupted! The compass gives you an advantage of finding your way out by allowing you to roll the
Volcano Dice 4 Times (Instead of 3 Times).

Compass Symbol
The compass is in play at all times. It begins with the player that is rolling last; however,
during the game, any player that lands on a Compass Symbol, takes the compass from
whomever has it, even if they are currently in a Safe Zone. If the player that has the compass
lands on the Compass Symbol or manages to re-aquire it again, they instead take another turn.

Compass Symbol

Passing the Compass
When the player possessing the compass goes through the shortcut and gets back on the road or touches the
Exit Marker
, everyone must perform a compass roll to determine which player the compass will go to next.
The player who just used the compass rolls . Then, in clockwise order, everyone else rolls
. The highest
number wins and takes the compass. In the event of ties, roll again accordingly (See Compass Roll, GUIDE page 3).

ANOLAN - THE GOLDEN TREE
Four Golden Tree Areas
(3) Golden Tree Spaces
Must land exactly on space.
Can be done unlimited times.

Immediately roll two
Golden Tree Dice when
landing on one of the
four Golden Tree Areas
to collect Game Cards

(1) Golden Tree
Exact number not required to
land on space. Can be done
only once per game.
The Symbols on the Golden Tree Dice match the Game Cards

Go Again
Card

3rd Gear
Card

+1
Card

Do Over
Card

Checkered Flag
Card

Golden Tree
Symbol

Scenario #1 - Two different Symbols (choose one)
Example - If you roll:

>
>

Collect either

OR

.

Scenario #2 - Two identical Symbols (choose both)
Example - If you roll:

Collect both

Scenario #3 - Golden Tree Symbol (modify to any symbol)
If you
choose

Example - If you roll:
If you
choose

Scenario #4 - Two Golden Tree Symbols
Example - If you roll:

Group Benefit:

AND

>
>

.

Collect

.

Collect

AND

Receive a Special Gift!
Look at the Special Gift Card
and choose one of the six packages.
OR Modify the two Golden Tree Symbols as desired.

Almost all characters are able to collect a gift when anyone is rolling Golden Tree Dice.
On the front of their Character Profile Card is the Golden Tree - Group Benefit
which explains what needs to be rolled for that character to receive their individual gift.

.

FRIENDLY ANIMALS
Jora the Lion (Mystical Animal)

Jora gives you Lion Strength Cards.
You don’t need an exact number to land on his space and seek his counsel.
Once there, immediately roll
once
(this is the number of Lion Strength Cards that he is giving you).
You may choose to accept this number or re-roll.

Cheetah

The Cheetah will give you a burst of speed!
Land on the Cheetah Space and immediately roll the High Speed Die three times.
Move your vehicle the total number of spaces, counting only the final space.
You are not allowed to use any Powers, Abilities, Binoculars or Game Cards before, during, or after this process.

Collect Coins

These animals give you coins which are later used to purchase items at the Trading Post, just land on their coin space.
In addition, if you land on both identical coin spaces, collect 1 extra coin.

10 Coin

Protected by Hippos, they are the most difficult to collect, yet the most valuable.
You must land on their space and immediately roll a 1 with the High Speed Die.
If successful, collect 10 coins! You can only collect 10 coins once per space.
On your next turn, you must move away.
*Binoculars or Game Cards are not allowed during this process.

Meerkats
The Meerkats are very observant and are always on the look-out for danger.
When landing on the Meerkat Space, recover 1 Binocular Turn.

UNFRIENDLY ANIMALS - NO DEFENSE
Monkeys

Monkeys are located in an area of the land called the Monkey Zone.
They are waiting for players to land on one of these spaces so they
can reach down and flip their Turbo Card.
*If your Turbo Card is already flipped, they will not bother you.
3 spaces in the Monkey Zone

Vultures

The Vultures work as a team. They will force you to
flip up to 3 of your Game Cards (if possible).

Alligators
If you land on a gator, it will grab a hold of your tire and pull you into the lake.
1) Slide your vehicle into the water, onto the blue dot that is next to the gator that pulled you in
2) Suffer (3) Health and wait for your next turn.
To escape, you must move 2 or 4 spaces; otherwise, you remain in the lake until your next turn.
You are allowed to use powers, abilites, game cards and binocular turns.
If successful, exit the lake by first counting the space where you came in from.

.

*If you land on a gator that has grabbed another vehicle, you are safe as
long as that gator has his mouth full; however, as soon as the other
vehicle leaves, the gator will immediately attack whomever is on his space.

Wildebeests
When going through Wildebeest Canyon, you must be very quiet.
The Wildebeests are on top of the hill grazing and are easily frightened.
If you’re vehicle is on
, you must not roll a 6 when performing a normal roll or land on the Stampede Space, if so
you will startle the wildebeests. Once startled, they will stampede down the canyon, forcing everyone within their path
back to the Safe Zone Space.
*The wildebeests will not get alarmed by Character Powers or Abilities.

ANIMAL BATTLE SPACES
Spaces which contain animals with battle numbers (these animals are attacking you).
You must defeat the animal for your right to remain on that space.

Battle Number
The Battle Number of the animal is displayed next to them in
purple and represents their strength and ability when they battle.
Your Battle Number is the sum of rolling
once, plus any
Powers, Abilities or Cards that your character may possess
during a Battle.
To defeat the animal, your Battle Number must be higher than
theirs; otherwise, you must suffer what is indicated on the
Result Symbol(s).

Result Symbol
Example - The Battle Number is 3.
Roll the High Speed Die once. Modify this number
by using Powers, Abilities or Cards (if possible)
which may assist you in achieving a number
higher than 3.
If you are successful, then you have defeated the
animal and remain on that space.
If you are unsuccessful, go back 5 Spaces.

Tarantula
Landing on the spider web will cause you to Lose 2 Turns
(place 2 Lose Turn Tokens on top of your vehicle).
You must also battle the Tarantula:
Achieve a Battle Number higher than a 1.
If unsuccessful, the Tarantula will stab at your vehicle!
Suffer (5) Damage.

Giant Anaconda
There are three parts of the Anaconda that
are on the road, the head, the body and the tail.
If you land on one of these spaces, you must battle:
Achieve a Battle Number higher than a 2.
If unsuccessful, the Anaconda will slowly crush your vehicle, with you inside!
Suffer (2) Health, (2) Damage and get Knocked Out
(See Knocked Out, GUIDE page 4).

ANIMAL BATTLE SPACES
Gorillas
The Gorillas guard their hidden kingdom which lies deep within the
jungle. They are very strong and very protective.
If you land on the Gorilla, you must battle:
Achieve a Battle Number higher than a 3.
If unsuccessful, the Gorilla will throw your vehicle back 5 or 6 Spaces,
depending what is indicated on the Result Symbol.

Armored Hyenas
Tarancon Volcano is Hyena Territory, and with their
armor plating, they will defend it!
If you land on a Hyena, you must battle:
Achieve a Battle Number higher than a 4.
If unsuccessful, suffer (2) Damage and get thrown
back 4 Spaces. Do not count where you land.

Rhino
Big and strong, he sees you coming and he will charge!
If you land on the Rhino, you must battle:
Achieve a Battle Number higher than a 5.
If unsuccessful, the Rhino will slam into your vehicle!
Suffer (3) Health, (3) Damage and get Knocked Out
(See Knocked Out, GUIDE page 4).

AREAS OF THE LAND
Green Arrow
Boiling Mud

Steep Hill

If you land on one tip of the arrow, it propels you to the other tip, this is
where you officially land (as if you never landed on the first tip).
There are four boiling mud spaces throughout this sector.
If you land on one of these spaces, instead suffer (2) Health
and remain where you are. You cannot land on these spaces
unless you have a Water Card (they are Hot Spaces).
Once your vehicle lands on the shaded area, you are on the Steep Hill.
This is a Safe Zone; therefore, no turbo, super turbo, bumping or
opponent attacks. Powers, abilities and cards are allowed.
Gravity is affecting your vehicle; therefore, when moving normally,
replace your High Speed Die with the Low Speed Die:
If you roll a blank, you must slide back 2 spaces,
do not count where you land.
*Gears are not affected (3rd Gear Card = Move 3 Spaces).

Quicksand

If you get caught in quicksand don’t panic!
On your next turn, you must move away with an odd number.
If you are unsuccessful, your vehicle sinks further causing (2) Damage.
You are allowed to use powers, abilities, cards and binoculars.
*Suffer (2) Damage for every unsuccessful attempt.

3 Quicksand Spaces

The curve got the best of you and your vehicle goes off the road!
Place your vehicle here
Suffer (3) Damage and wait for your next turn.

Climbing Out

You must first count the Off Road Space; therefore, you must achieve
higher than a 1, otherwise, slide back down until your next turn.
Do not suffer additional damage.

AREAS OF THE LAND
Sundial

A piece of technology which emits purple energy and was left behind by the Ancients.
The Ancients were a group of mysterious people who lived on the island long ago.
It is said that they possessed advanced technology and shared it with all the different
villages of the island.
If you land on the Sundial Space, power up any one Meter on your dashboard.
In other words, choose one meter (Health Meter, Damage Meter or Binoculars Meter)
and turn it up to its maximum.

K’Tu Village
Enter the village if you would like to receive
training on the Guardian Lessons indicated
on your Guardian Card.
It is not mandatory to enter the village.
A+n exact number is not required to enter.

To leave the village, begin on the first
space of the bridge.

Rickety Bridge

(4) Air Spaces
If you land on an Air Space, you fall off the bridge onto the Water Space below.
Place your vehicle inside the village and wait for your next turn.

AREAS OF THE LAND
You do not need an exact number to enter the Trading Post.
Once inside, immediately purchase Game Cards and/or Specialty Items
with the coins collected.
Specialty Items
T

Cost

Trading Post
Game Cards Price List

Safely Land
on a Hot Space
or

Cancel on
Volcano Die

5

Item
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4

Tool Box
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For instructions on
Specialty Items,
see the back of the
individual token or
Reference Sheet.

*You are allowed to go into the Trading Post
without purchasing anything.

Cliff

Landing on the Cliff Space will cause you to
go flying off the road and into the water below.

Item
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T

*There is no limit as to how many Specialty Items
may be bought, as long as the player is inside
the Trading Post and the items are available
(nobody else has taken them).
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2)

*This is considered an Air Space and Water Space
(See MAP, Back Page).

1)

3)

Climb back up and place
your vehicle on this space.

B
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By landing on the Battle Space, you are initiating a battle with everyone (except players in Safe Zones).
You must first establish your Battle Number.
STEPS:
1) Roll
. Modify the number by using Powers, Abilities or Cards if possible > This is your Battle Number.
*The battle number can be higher than a 6.
2) On their turn, opponents do the same thing > This is their Battle Number.
Opponents whose Battle Number is higher than yours have defended themselves successfully and are not affected.
Opponents whose Battle Number is lower or equal to yours have lost the Battle.

health

Do the following, individually, for each opponent who has lost your battle:
1) Look at the following chart and announce what kind of result
you are choosing for them.

damage

2) Roll

turns
spaces
flip cards
knocked out
Move an Even
number to recover

and assess the damage (if you roll a blank, you failed to attack).

Example - You roll a 2.
Depending on what result you chose for that particular opponent, they will either:
• Suffer (2) Health
• Suffer (2) Damage
• Lose 2 Turns (*See Below)
• Go Back 2 Spaces (where they land does not count),
• Flip 2 Cards of your choice
(Turbo Card cannot be flipped unless all others are already flipped).
• If you chose KO, do not roll the die, the opponent simply gets knocked out.
*When choosing the Turns result, a 4 is considered a blank.

Thornton Bridge

1) There are two air spaces
2) If you fail the jump, place

your vehicle on the Crash Space

3) Suffer (4) Damage and get Knocked Out!
(See Knocked Out, GUIDE page 4).

which must be jumped

TARANCON VOLCANO
Lava

If your roll takes you onto a Lava Space, you have two choices:
Choice #1: Do not land on the lava; instead, remain where you are and pass your turn.
Choice #2: Spend a Water Card to allow your vehicle to safely land on the Lava Space
(You are allowed to stay on this Lava Space as long as you like).

Passing Through The Volcano

When you get to the center of the volcano, you must stop (you do not need an exact number).
You are now inside the volcano and must find the exit; therefore, immediately roll the volcano dice.

Procedure
Roll the four Volcano Dice up to 3 times (4 times if you possess the compass).
Upon each roll, you may re-roll any dice or keep their result.
You must achieve one of the three results below in order to find the exit.

Volcano Dice

RESULT

1) Three Checkmarks

Place your vehicle here:
Wait for your next turn.

2) Four Identical Results

E E E E

Place your vehicle here:
Choose any 1 Game Card
except Super Turbo.
Wait for your next turn.

3) Spell C-A-V-E

C A V E

You found the Secret Exit!
Place your vehicle here:
Wait for your next turn.

WARNING!
Every time you roll
Each

cancels

, this is considered a Hot Space, suffer (1) Health.
, You may use several if needed.

*Once a player has exited the volcano, they gain that knowledge.
If they are pushed backwards and then forced to re-enter, the center of the volcano would count as a
Lava Space. They do not need to find the exit again by rolling Volcano Dice.

ANDY STRAIGHTAWAY
The Ice is Very Slippery

Any time your vehicle moves forward, it will slide back 2 spaces.
In other words, if you roll a 5, move up 5 spaces then slide
back 2 spaces and this is where you officially land.

The Ice is Very Thin

If two vehicles end up on the same space the ice
will break. Both vehicles go back to the Ice Ramp Space
and suffer (1) Health and (1) Damage.

There is a Final Jump

The very last space is an Ice Cavern, a hole which must be jumped.
If you fall into this space, you don’t slide back; instead,
Suffer (1) Health, (1) Damage and go back 6 Spaces.
Don’t fall again!

FINISH LINE
Once someone crosses the Finish Line, the race is over.
The winner will soon take their place as the new Guardian!

Lara turns to O’Tar and smiles,
“the future guardian has been chosen Master”
she says, “it’s finally over.”
O’Tar looks towards the south
with concern. “The ocean is waiting” he replies,
“this is only the beginning.”

BLANK SPACE

AIR SPACE

GUARDIAN SPACE

FLORA SPACE
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